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ABSTRACT: The management information systems curriculum at Christopher
Newport University (CNU) initially developed by adding computer courses with a
business emphasis to the traditional computer science/computer engineering programs.
This initially appeared as an efficient approach to course delivery since many of the
courses in the first two years could be shared. As the years passed the Business
College faculty became convinced that management information systems was an
independent discipline that should be integrated into the business management
degree. This is the second article of a series which describes CNU's experience in
implementing the DPMA four year model curriculum. This article discusses the
curricular adjustments the institution made and the implementation of the first four
courses of the Model Curriculum, including text selection, course content, and
instructor and student reactions.

INTRODUCTION
TheDPMAModelCurriculum, IS90,
adopted in 1992 for the MIS concentration
in the College of Business at Christopher
Newport University has been modified to
accommodate the nuances of current
programs of the institution. To understand
the affect of these modifications it is best to
begin with an overview of IS90.

The JS9Q Model Currjcuium
The IS90 Model Curriculum provides
a broad set of seven knowledge clusters
shown in Figure 1. These clusters span four
topical areas which define Information
Systems as a bodyofknowledge: Computer
Concepts, Organizational Concepts,
Information Technology, and Systems
Theory and Development. They serve as

the architecture of the curriculum model as
well as the basis of the individual courses.

The DPMA Model Cumculum for

llle..2.!ls provides the details as to how the

depth or level of understanding are defined.
Suffice it to say that each occurrence of a
knowledge unit forms a progression of
increasing competencies. Learning is a
logical flow of content and sequencing of
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